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Based on a paper I wrote 
up a month or two ago:



Why a presentation or paper on “Māori and 
mining?” 
• Because the policies of the one political party affecting to represent 

the interests of Māori is explicitly anti-mining

• I personally don’t think there’s any weight to the idea of a “Māori 
view of mining” any more than there is a Scottish view, a Chinese 
view, a Sri Lankan view, a Fijian Indian view, and so forth

• Conjecture aside, I came across some data in the course of going 
through Stats NZ spreadsheets indicating Māori are more likely than 
the general NZ population to work in mining and are overrepresented 
in mining  



Why a presentation or paper on “Māori and 
mining?” (continued)
• Among other sticks with which miners/mining is hit from time-to-

time, being at odds with the wants and needs of Māori is one that 
crops up

• The assumptions behind such rhetorical sticks aren’t consistent with 
some data and information in this presentation

• For those of you not astute enough to have noticed, as a disclaimer, I 
am not in fact, Māori myself



Explicit opposition to mining from Te Pāti  
Māori



Prevalence of media coverage conveying Māori 
(and also Pasifika) opposition to mining  



This fits with a pop-culture narrative* of “at-
one-with-nature indigenous victims” defying 
“greedy mining imperialists”.

*Notwithstanding a fair power of shit that’s 
occurred in the past 531 years since the Colombian 
Exchange kicked off…



• Generally, conquest/mass settlement/whatever you’d like to call 
imperialism or colonialism is in pursuit of a resource – land, ivory, 
markets, slaves, timber, minerals, spices, tea, opium – take your pick.

• Through human history people with technological and other advantages 
have exploited those advantages in a way that has been conducive to 
exploitation of sought after resources and there’s been a fairly high 
human cost by way of conquest, slavery, genocide, and so on.

• Lazy and inaccurate as James Cameron and Disney producers can be, 
there’s some truth in the narratives they propagate…



Using this Stats NZ
data for reference 

Indicates…

Numbers indicate a less clear picture…



…Māori are
overrepresented within

mining compared to
percentage of 

general population (16.5%)

Numbers indicate a less clear picture…

Year Percentage of mining 
workforce identifying as 
Māori

2009 23.8%

2010 21.8%

2011 28%

2013 16.9%

2014 14.5%

2016 26.6%

2018 25.4%

2019 25.9%

2021 23.9%

2022 24.6%

Average of averages: 23.14%



Numbers indicate a less clear picture…
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Numbers indicate a less clear picture…



Numbers indicate a less clear picture…

Annualised earnings
of Māori in mining: 
$78,624.00 

Annualised earnings
of Māori in all sectors: 
$60,537.36



And how do people vote with their feet?



New Zealand has a large diaspora compared with other 
OECD nations.



A fair chunk of which lives in Australia... 

New Zealanders in Australia = 13% of New Zealanders in NZ



…and this is especially true for Māori New Zealanders.

Māori in Australia = 22% of Māori in NZ



More Māori live 
in Australia than 
the entire South 

Island.

…and this is especially true for Māori New Zealanders.
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Does mining 
have anything 
to do with 
this?



Data would indicate many Māori have a propensity to 
invest their labour in mining – but what about capital?  





Ngāi Tahu Forest Estates owns about 54,000 hectares of 
native and exotic forests, mainly on the West Coast, and 
draws a return from gold mined on this land.  

Incidentally about 
90% of pounamu 
is sourced from 
third party mining 
operations.





Māori political preferences and priorities: Hui 
Newshub Horizon Poll 

In March 2022, a Horizon Poll on behalf of Newshub current 
affairs show, The Hui, surveyed/polled 511 Māori aged 18 or 
older, with a margin of error of +/- 4.3%.



Māori political preferences and priorities: Hui 
Newshub Horizon Poll 
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Māori political preferences and priorities: Hui 
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Upshot/Summary Part 1:

• Within New Zealand, Māori, more so than other New Zealanders, take 
up opportunities for work within the mining industry

• Māori working in mining earn more than Māori working in all other 
sectors of the New Zealand economy

• Data and research suggests Māori are more likely than other New 
Zealanders to “vote with their feet” and opt out of New Zealand in 
pursuit of opportunities for higher paying work in Australia

• Mining would appear to be a significant reason for this, both directly 
and indirectly



Upshot/Summary Part 2:

• There are many examples around New Zealand of iwi-collectives or Māori 
owned businesses investing in mining projects or drawing a revenue from 
minerals

• Of polls conducted among Māori, the minority support Te Pāti Māori and 
the Greens, and the same goes for the co-leadership of these parties

• When asked about issues that would determine voting decisions (a proxy 
indicator for areas of concern), the cost of living, housing, health, poverty, 
and the economy ranked highest on the list

• For both Māori and the general population from low decile schools, 2 in 3 
finish school without attaining University Entrance 



Conclusions/inferences

• There is a case to be made for allowing mining to thrive in New 
Zealand so that people in New Zealand wishing to work in mining can 
pursue opportunities in this country

• It appears Māori New Zealanders in particular have a propensity to 
pursue these opportunities, as far afield as Western Australia if 
necessary

• These opportunities provide a platform for prosperity and stability, 
and to limit the scope of mining in New Zealand would seemingly 
limit the scope of opportunities available for Māori in New Zealand



Questions?

Patrick Phelps – Minerals West Coast

patrick@mineralswestcoast.org.nz

021 238 6846

mailto:patrick@mineralswestcoast.org.nz
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